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Intention
The Soul Self Series was created to nurture awareness in oneself through self 
discovery and exploration. This is a non-denominational guidebook series, and  
devoted to nurturing critical thinking skills and reflections thereto.

Each title is a stand alone book and can be read in any order as you wish. 
All books follow a familiar format, so the principles can be consumed easily.

Format
The content is purposely concise to provide readers with bite-size reflective 
topics to consider. There are no wrong answers! This activity is simply  
thoughtful questions, which are posed as possibilities. Notations, journaling, 
doodling, and speculative pondering are encouraged to prompt engagement, 
and enlist mindful critiques for enrichment, and expansion.
  

Best Use
For individuals it is suggested to print the journal pages of the book, and grab 
a pen. While reading you can then immediately capture your thoughts and write 
them down on the notation spots. As the book progresses, your thoughts will 
develop into more ideas. So taking notes along the way will aid your memory.  
It is not necessary to write down full sentences! Just jot down key words that 
inspire you while contemplating concepts and theories.

Group Facilitation 

Although this guide is in a workbook format, it is designed with larger type so 
the content can be viewed on an overhead for group presentations. There are 
separate individual and group Q&A pages for key topics. As well, a self reflection 
page for journaling concludes this topic. 

These guides offer options! Teachers can direct students to explore and answer 
questions individually, in small groups, or by guided whole group discussions. 
All Q&As are in black on white, to be printer friendly, and to conserve ink. 

 

Thank YOU & Enjoy!
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What About YOU 
        & Your Intention?

INTENTION is energy. 
And a Thought Form Created and

Directed by YOUR Consciousness.

Purposeful, or not, INTENTION affects every aspect of 
your life. It is the cause – the why – the motivation – 
and the desire behind every action and behavior.

INTENTION changes lives. It gives (sub)conscious 
direction to thoughts that may, or may not, turn into 
actions. INTENTIONS are desires that opens and 
presents opportunities, results in outcomes, influences 
decisions and choices—and consequences thereto. 

The POWER of INTENTION is deep and profound. 
Often no thought- and not enough credit is given to 
the Intention that drives us.

Let’s examine the energetic thrust and significance 
behind Intentional Thoughts. As you explore these 
pages, a deeper understanding will emerge, to allow 
clarity, and help develop your awareness.

This guide’s intent is to elevate you- your soul self 
consciousness about INTENTION! ENJOY!Previe

w



What is 
Conscious Intention?    

Intention is a form of consciousness with a wide range of 
facets. Here is a set of common opinions and beliefs 
regarding what an Intention is.  

● A Desire
● The Motivation or Goal 
● The Cause of an Action
● A Choice to Enact, or not
● Accompanies Thought Forms
● Can be Deliberate, or Intended
● Molds and Shapes Many Outcomes
● Can be Conscious or Subconscious
● Can be Purposeful, and Determined
● It’s the Attached Intent Behind a Thought

There are many facets of an Intention because intent 
influences every conversation and interaction between 
people. Intention is the crux of interpersonal relationships.  
Let’s continue to look a little deeper!
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Your Name & Date:

What ideas or thoughts do you identify— or resonate with when you hear or think 
of the word INTENTION?

Do you believe ALL desires lead to an INTENTION?

Is the concept of INTENTION new to you? 
How will  you will use INTENTION in your future?
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Soul Intention    
Through experiences of the soul’s personality, Intention 
aids a soul to evolve.

A person’s personality, or character traits, are made up
of attitudes and aptitudes, which reflect and influence 
every Intention. 

If your disposition is fearful, angry, or resentful, then your 
Intentions will keep people distant and yourself isolated. 

If you are compassionate, kind and caring you embrace 
and accept all others—and yourself as is. Your Intentions 
are heartfelt, authentic, and trustworthy.

The human emotion spectrum ranges from the highest 
frequency of LOVE to the lowest vibration of FEAR. All 
Intentions are created from this emotional arrangement.

Therefore, it is important to consciously connect your 
Intention to your highest mental-emotional state. In doing 
so, you project a highly balanced energetic frequency, and 
your Intention is powerful and genuine.
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The Spirit of Intention 
Each type of Intention is a unique energy. All are thought 
forms shaped by conscious or unconsious (subconscious) 
choices. And all Intentions are based from a point of Fear 
or Love. Let’s look at some character traits of each.

LOVE is FEAR is
Kind Envy
Patient Mean
Honest Angry
Selfless Hostile
Humble Selfish
Hopeful Hateful
Tolerant Jealous
Trusting Greedy
Respectful Prideful
Empathetic Contempt
Compassionate Dishonest

Love actions comes from a complete sense of self worth.
Fear actions stem from a lack of trust and self worth.

You create your reality with Intention. When an Intention 
is trusting and tolerant the result is a positive outcome. 
When an Intention is based on fear, the result is selfish 
and dishonest, resulting in negativity. 

Every relationship interaction has an Intention driving the 
thoughts and actions and outcomes. When you take 
responsibility for all Intentional choices, and thoughts, 
you are able to manifest anything your heart desires!
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More Thoughtful 
Intentions to Consider

Do you think most people
Realize their Intentions are

Based out of Love or Fear? 

If we are not mindful, will our
Subconscious mind control

Most of our Intentions?

Is a Love or Fear Intention, part 
Of every choice we make?

In terms of serving the 
Evolution of humanity, what

Is the purpose of Intention?
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Group Participants:

 INTENTION can be perceived as a powerful tool. What good can it serve?

Does all Body Language have INTENTION? Explain.

How much of INTENTION creates our reality? 
If you had to assign a percentage to this idea, what percent would it be?
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Step-by-Step
 Manifesting an Intention

● All Intentions begin with a desire.
● A desire leads to a thought.
● One thought brews up ideas and options, and creates 

more thoughts.
● These thoughts formulate a way to manifest the desire.
● The stronger the desire, the more the momentum.
● The stronger identity to the thought, the motivation to 

take action culminates.
● Setting an Intention is not enough. 
● One must take action to create an outcome. 
● Setting an Intention is about making choices.
● And seeking clarity for the outcome of these choices 

comes from a conscious purposeful Intention.

Begin with the end in mind. And design the perfect 
manifested result by keeping the desired outcome always 
at the forefront of your mind when thinking and planning.

It is natural to change directions or endings. It happens 
when more clarity emerges, which helps refine choices.

You don’t need to have all the details to begin. But it’s 
important to steer towards the resulting emotional feeling 
you want to attain. This will help clarify Intentional choices 
from a position of Love. Manifesting is an ongoing cyclical 
and creative process. Enjoy the fun!
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Address your INTENTION! Use the following step-by-step guide. 
Define your personal DESIRE. Then design a plan to make it 
happen. Remember, Every idea leads back to- and from your 
DESIRE! Have fun creating your dream!

My DESIRE IS:

My INTENTION IS:

My THOUGHTS ARE:

My STRONGEST THOUGHTS ARE:

MY CLARITY IS:

My CHOICES ARE:

My  ACTIONS ARE:

My OUTCOME IS:
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Intentional Targets

● Intention begins with Desire.

● Intention enables soul growth.

● You create your reality with your Intention.

● Mindful Intentions are fruitful and productive.

● All Intentions are based on either Love or Fear.

● Intention is energy, and energy manifests itself.

● Every action, or inaction, is an Intentional choice.

● Conflicting Intentions results in emotional distress.

● You only have dominion over your Intention, not others.

● An Intention can stay in thought form, or be acted upon.

● Every human interaction with another being is Intentional.

● Intentional thoughts become part of the collective conscious.

● Every human choice enacted on our earth home is Intentional.

● Use Intentions wisely. It affects and impacts every relationship.
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Thank YOU for Previewing

Your Ratings & Comments are Appreciated!

Enjoy Other Books in this Series!
For Questions & Inquires

Visit PattyAnn.net

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING
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